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Creative writing: Journal 

 
Thursday : 
 
I had to do my homework like every evening, so I was doing exercises or something like that,                  
when all of a sudden, I heard my mother yell :  “so, that’s did, scholls, Highschool, College and                  
university are closes / closed (?) !”. I was so concentrated that I didn’t really ask myself if I was                    
happy or not. I just wanted to finish my homework before the evening meal. But anyway, I was                  
shocked ! It wasn’t really what I expected. 
But next the meal, I went to bed and I thought/meditated about all that this decision implies. So I                   
couldn’t sleep. I had the memory that the morning right before I did the “bise“ to my friends and                   
then I realised that I had really no idea to what was really going on. So tired, I managed to sleep… 
 
 
 
Wednesday : 
 
I woke up like every morning but a little bit later I admit. Firstly I look at my mailbox and                    
“pronote” to see if any teacher has put anything. And that was the case of my math teacher, so I                    
immediately wrote it to my “to do list” to not forget. Then I get ready… and I immediately begin                   
to work because all teachers give really so much homework. I ask myself : “Do they think that we                   
have nothing except their homework ?!?”. So, I also look at my time schedule for the day and                  
more generally for the all week to think ahead. While I was in my corridor, I saw that there was a                     
paper which allowed to go out and justified our move… But that’s crazy ! That’s like a permission                  
when we go outside the school with teachers. I begin my class with an English class and my                  
teacher spoke and said a thing which marked me. She spoke about the time when we would go                  
back to school like when we will go back to “the normal life”... 
 
 
 
Tuesday :  
 
I begin to take a routine but I keep thinking, that teachers really give too much work and yes I                    
have such a lot to do ! And I’m so stressed and nervous about the baccalauréat of French. I can’t                    
imagine how it should be for the student, who have the all baccalauréat this year !  
 
 
 
Thursday : 
 
This Morning my sister woke me up early / soon. (She lost a AirPod� ♀ ). So she yelled at me                    
but I asked nothing. The apartment-sharing is beginning to be complicated. 
 
 

 



 

 
Tuesday : 
 
I think that I have found a routine. Even if it was complicated with the time change… I spend my                    
time with doing homework and have lessons… I also, call my best friend to be motivated and not                  
totally alone… More than a whole week ago, I have put one foot outside. That’s a lot, but I have                    
such a lot of things to do, that I don’t see the day pass of. 
 
 
Tuesday : 
That’s a really busy week. I have really much to do but I found a routine. Not going outside just                    
began to become the « normal life ».  
The fact that we don’t have the bac is not so important for me. Perhaps I would have done better                    
in the bac but perhaps not. So… I’m just really proud of me because I got 18/20 at the E3C and I                      
was really scary because of my last English Essay (and my teachers comment : « I’m afraid ! »                 
😭😭) so yes… that was a great news and a great relief.  
 
 
Tuesday : 
 
Today I did a biology TP (so an experiment) and that was interested to do it at home. 
About last night, so the French President's speech, I was really sad, because the date of the 4th.                  
May 2020 was perfect because my birthday is on the 7th. May. But now… I will have a                  
Coro-Birthday and that’s really annoying ! I will not see my friends and my teachers. So, I will see                   
nobody and will be only with my family. My mom will not able to buy croissants at the bakery                   
like every year since my birth because she works during the quarantaine (because she is an                
entrepreneur / Business Manager…) So… it wouldn’t be like every year and I‘m just really sad. I                 
know that my thoughts are rather selfish because there are a lot of people, who between life and                  
death are. But I just wish that this virus never came ! Bref 
During the holidays, I will prepare my French oral bac ? (So my oral test for my bac.), read a                    
book for my French class (also for the bac) and also for my oral test, prepare revision sheets                  
(from all texts that we studied). And do my homework… Except that, I don’t really know what I’m                  
going to do because I’m not accustomed to staying home during the holidays, or perhaps 2 or 3                  
days but no more. Perhaps my mom will ask me to sew more masks… I don’t know… 
 
 
Tuesday : 
 
So, my holidays were not to bad, I was never lonely and worked a little every day. I also saw a lot                      
of video, movies and series in English so that was pretty good for my English level / skills :) but                    
not for my german level / skills :/ . So, I was absolutely not stressed before the end of the holidays                     
because I had done my all homework so I didn’t have to do anything during the last weekend. I                   
took the opportunity to cook with my mom. During the holidays, I decided to work a little every                  
day because I kept a work routine so I didn’t lose the habit of working every day. But I also                    
decided to not use a awakening so I could sleep as long as I wanted / needed and don’t been tired.                     

 



 

(That’s make me a little grumpy and annoying - I admit it- and thins allowed me to differentiate                  
the school time and the holidays time.) 
Back to “school”, I was very relaxing and a also happy because I like to do “to do list”,                   
(home)work(s) and send it to my teacher and be… yes proud of that (so proud of my work, of                   
what I made). I prefere obviously go in school but I think that work at home is such gain in time                     
(there is not time lost in transport, preparation (for getting ready), staying in class during hours                
to study something that we would have understood in only one hour or less (-The problem in                 
classes of 35 students is that teachers have to explain what they mean until all people understood,                 
but at home, we kann give time we need… and yes, was that clear ?😅-) …). That’s a little bit like                      
work with “flexitime” but naturally, you have to found motivation. 
 
Tuesday :  
What have you done that’s different since the easing of the lockdown ? 
I did shopping, Ups but with a mask and I washed always my hands. 
How successful do you think it will be ?  
I think it wouldn’t be so successful. Really… People are to egoistic and unconscious. 
Do you think people will respect the restrictions ?  
No, I don’t think that people will respect the restrictions because a lot of them don’t realize how                  
much is important to encounter our differents routines and “normal life”. 
How realistic do you think people are in the idea of life after lockdown ? 
I think that people think that life after lockdown mean “comeback to the normal life” but that                 
isn’t ! Because of :  

 
 
Tuesday :  
What made it difficult to adjust to life under lockdown ?  
 
What makes coming out of lockdown even harder for some ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Sea 

 
I don’t know what is happening  

But I have been decontaminating. 
Boats are sleeping 

And beacons dozing.  
 

There is only the presence  
Of deserted beaches. 

 



 

It is all silence 
And riches. 

 
Fish, starfish, shellfish and jellyfish  

Green, red, orange and yellow seaweeds 
Are embellished and first of all unselfish 

Because to grow, they require needs. 
 

The ecology is not a game, 
 So you have to act today 
And dit and mostly say : 
Never ever the same ! 

 
 

  
(Var, France) 

(Miami, United States) 

 
Tuesday :  
 
I am happy to go back to school but I’m also a little bit anxious for what will happening… with all                     
this groups… and I will also not be with my friends in class and Even of I know that I don’t go to                       
school for playing… that's a little bit sad and annoying. But I am delighted / I look forward to                   
seeing my teachers. :) 
 
 
Tuesday : 

 



 

 
Write about your experience of being back at the CSI : what was it like ? Atmosphere, being in                   
class etc. 
Just so weird… but also pleasant… (so to see people again…) 
 
 
Tuesday : (23/06/2020) 
 
I’m so sad because I should go to Berlin to visit my penpal but my plane ticket has been canceled                    
😭. So yes I will probably go during the next holidays and go on vacation with my friends so…                   
that’s also very good but… yes I still sad…  
Next that I will go by my cousins and in vacation with my parents. Like every years, we are going                    
to go to the south of France (to Saint-Tropez). And then probably to the southern alps. 
And always with a mask of course. 

 


